Worksheet 6. Vocabulary practice

Choose the correct completion for each sentence.

1. When you really want to do something very much, you are (experienced / motivated) to do it.

2. Someone who works in a job that needs special education and training, such as a doctor, lawyer, or architect, is a (professional / director).

3. A program that serves people who are far away is an (up-to-date / outreach) program.

4. The president has the highest (assistant / rank); the vice-president has the second highest.

5. We all (provide/ require) food and oxygen to live.

6. A person’s family, education and previous work are his or her (background / information).

7. When you give someone strength and desire to continue their work, you are (encouraging / creating) them.

8. The science teacher (experienced / demonstrated) how hot air rises.

9. You make a formal request, usually in writing, when you want to (apply / reach) for a job or to be a student in a school.

10. People who work with me are my coworkers, or my (population / colleagues).

11. We say that a person has good (organizational / interpersonal) skills if she or he knows how to get along well with people.

12. Something that is an advantage, something extra, is a (service / plus).

13. An ability is a (desire / skill).

14. A person who wants a particular job and tries to get it is (a candidate / an individual) for the job.

15. A strong feeling of interest and enjoyment about something and a strong desire to be involved in it is (quality / enthusiasm).

16. The advertisement is for a special and limited group. This is the (strong / targeted) group.